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C-FR-F22D is a new member of the Artist of Light series coupled with intelligent LEDs for dynamic 
white, which enable you to replace a variety of lighting sources and implement a lighting design 
consistently and efficiently that responds to your undefined and specific needs. 

C-FR-F22D is UL/cUL, CE, TUV and RoHS compliant. UL2108 - not for human inhabitants.                           
Moreover, it has passed rigorous environmental resistance, optical, mechanical and electrical tests in 
our lab under the support of advanced experimental equipments and technology to ensure it meets 
the requirements of harsh environments.                                                                                                                              
Also it has passed relevant tests of third party inspection authority.

Fully encapsulated in the flexible PVC chamber by utilizing consummate extrusion technology, 
assembled with multiple patented connectors to achieve IP68 protection; easy for installation and 
applicable for various circumstances.

C-FR-F22D can vary color temperature from 2200K to 5700K with smooth illumination and small 
bend diameter in both horizontal and vertical bending direction.

C-FR-F22D 
(Dynamic White)
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Code: C-FR-F22D-HB-24CV-W/WW
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2.1 Product Features

1. Dynamic white system with adjustable color temperature from 2,200K to 5,700K.

2. High quality SMD LED chip.

3. UV & flame resistant construction (PVC).

4. Perfect uniform & smooth illumination with invisible light dots.

5. Extremely flat profile and flush light surface.

6. High lumen output and IP rating (IP68).

7. Ultra flexible with 300mm minimum bending diameter.

8. Easy installation and assembly with injection-molded connectors.

9. Continuous length up to 10m by energized from one end.

10. Environmentally friendly & energy efficient.

11. Automated production, high reliability & long warranty.

12. 5 years life span.
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NOTE: Please contact our sales team for more detailed information
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